
Tadpole & Mosquito Practice Plan
Pitching Level 2

5:45 - 5:47 Slow jog

5:47 - 6:00 Stretch
Water Break

6:00 - 6:10 4 seam grip, 2 & 3 Levers, Step and Throw

6:10 - 6:15 Brief review of of pitching mechanics as practiced in previous 
development sessions and introduction to the 5 principles of 
pitching.

1) Generate Power
2) Consistency
3) Timing
4) Power
5) Control

6:15 - 6:20 Balance and Bend Drill
> Coach instructs players to place a ball down about 1 foot
 in front of them and get in their set up on the mound position.
> Players then lift their front leg hold for 5 seconds and then
 bend forward and pick up the ball and go back to the ready
 position. (do 3 or 4 sets of 5)

6:20 - 6:25 Equal/Opposite Drill
> Players start properly balanced with front leg at 90 degrees
> Coach instructs player to stride and separate arms to match
 (elbows bent and both hands down)
>Players must stride to a mark in front of them making sure they 
 are always centered. (Equal/Opposite position)
> Player then returns to the balanced position with front leg at 90 
 degrees.



6:25 - 6:35 1 Knee Drill
> Players are in groups of 2 about 30 to 35 feet apart with 1 ball.
> Players get into position, kneel on the knee of the throwing arm 
 side. Point the toes of the opposite foot directly toward their 
 partner 30 to 35 feet away.
> Coaches instruct the players to break their hands simultaneously 
 and point the glove and front shoulder to the target. the players
 throwing hand should stay on top of the baseball and follow a long 
 arm path
> The player will then rotate his trunk, release the ball, and follow 
 through by bending the back and bringing the throwing arm elbow 
 past the opposite knee.

6:35 - 6:45 Square and Follow Through Drill
> Players are in groups of 2 about 30 to 35 feet apart with 1 ball
> Players get into the already taken stride position (hips not rotated
 yet)
> They rotate their hips and then throw the ball.
> Make sure they rotate hips and then come with the ball (there 
 should be separation of movements)
> Coach instructs players to follow through straight towards home.

6:45 - 6:58 Pitching Game
> Form players into 2 groups.
> Each player on the team gets 5 pitches to hit a target.
> The team that hits their target the most wins the game.

6:58 - 7:00 Brief discussion about practice and what we learned.


